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GERMAN ARMED FORCES YOUTH
GOAL WITH 1 M PROJECTION

SKU: 30055

5 x 2 m
High wall thickness in the ground
frame
Milled net suspension
Color: natural aluminum

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GERMAN ARMED FORCES YOUTH GOAL WITH PROJECTION 1.00 M

Reasons to buy at a glance:

Made of aluminum profiles with high wall thickness and reinforced several times,
this ensures an extraordinarily robust and durable soccer goal
Made in Germany and in use on many sports fields
Two-sided deburred, milled net fastening guarantees safe, exact and net-protecting
hold of the goal nets

Youth goal made of aluminum

The premium class youth goal is fully welded and reinforced several times. This goal is
manufactured in the highest quality exclusively in Germany and offers exceptional
stability and durability due to its robust construction. It comes inclusive with carrying
handles welded on both sides for transportation, as well as a device for ground anchoring.
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Additionally, it features welded-in corner connectors. The milled net suspension, which is
deburred on both sides, guarantees a safe, exact and net-protecting hold of the goal nets.
TÜV-tested (TÜV - German Association for Technical Inspection), this goal complies with
the currently valid FIFA and DFB (German Football Association) requirements as well as
the applicable safety regulations.

Note: Goal net not included.

Youth goals and sports equipment directly from the manufacturer

Buy German Armed Forces youth goals directly from the manufacturer! At artec® you are
guaranteed to find the right goal: Whether German Armed Forces youth goals, soccer
goals, training goals, recreational goals or even mini goals - there is something for
everyone! With our goals and sports equipment, we as a manufacturer place the greatest
value on top quality and a long durability of the products. Just choose the suitable soccer
goal in our webshop and let us convince you! You are also welcome to find out more about
the technical details of our goals for youth soccer.
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 100 cm

Goal Size 5.00 x 2.00 m

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Oval Profile 100 x 120 mm, 4 auf 6 mm

Model Fully Welded

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Goal net suspension Milled net suspension

Product Line Premium

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Installation Free Standing

Anti-tipping Without Tip Safety

ARENA net protection without net protection

Drivability Not mobile


